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**the effects of autism on**
She stars as Violet in the joyous comedy-drama *As We See It*. Based on the Israeli series *On the Spectrum*, the Amazon show follows three twenty-something roommates with autism as they try to live

**the cast of as we see it on their joyous, groundbreaking autism comedy**
People with autism spectrum disorders all have
characteristic behavioral difficulties. Nevertheless, the important heterogeneity of their symptoms remains one of the major questions for scientists and

**examining the gene-environment interactions that drive autism**
From real fears sparked by side effects to fake studies and conspiracy theories A study published in top medical journal The Lancet in 1998 suggested there was a link between autism and the

**vaccines: two centuries of scepticism**
The afternoon talks will examine ways to improve quality of life for people with autism by reviewing new data measuring the impact of common leisure activities. This year’s “Day of Learning

**autism science foundation’s 9th annual day of learning will highlight research priorities and leisure activities**
Axis for Autism, an Arizona-based provider of ASD evaluations for of Health reports that early diagnosis and interventions for ASD have significant, lasting effects on symptoms and later skills.

**axis for autism launches new model to cut exorbitant wait times, streamline diagnoses**
News is beginning a series called, “Understanding the Puzzle” which showcases the efforts led by Mid-Michigan to raise awareness and build acceptance for people with Autism.

**understanding the puzzle: building autism awareness**
The actual impact it has on children, and the heat and all the conditions “It feeds into my research on autism and masks that [children with autism] who wear a mask feel more connected. They are what impact do masks have on school students in the classroom? New study suggests that children who are using screens for more than two hours a day or considerably more likely to develop autism by the age of three, although experts caution that the
regular screen use among toddlers could increase risk of autism say scientists
The Lancet’s proposal to create a new label of “profound autism” serves only to distract us from the work of ensuring that all autistic people have everything they need to thrive.

dividing up the autism spectrum will not end the way you think
Research finds boys who use screens for two to four hours a day are 3.5 times more likely to develop autism by the age of three - although reason is still unclear

regular tv and mobile screen use among toddlers could increase risk of autism in boys, study suggests
Some copy number variants may boost a person’s chances of having autism, but to a lesser extent than previously thought.

population study downgrades some copy number variants’ impact on autism
From last century’s fears surrounding poor parenting to modern vaccine hesitancy, persistent misconceptions about the causes of autism have often resulted in the developmental condition being

a mother’s fight to bring an understanding of autism outside of the clinic
Jack, 8, became enamoured with Joe Danger but Apple iOS updates left mobile game defunct, prompting his father to seek developer’s help

‘broke our hearts’: autistic boy inspires relaunch of popular game
While it was already known that the COVID-19 crisis has negative psychological effects, the impacts of the pandemic are likely to be stronger for people with Autism Spectrum